ORGONE LIFE FIELD PROTECTOR
Orgone, Prana, Chi, Akasha, Barraka, Bioplasma, Biodynamic ether, Brahma,
Fluoroplasmatic energy, Manitou, Mana, Mungo, Bio – cosmic energy, Neutral force,
Tachyon energy, Tondi, Vril, Scalar energy, Telesma … or life force has always been
present in this universe and to some familiar for a long time. It seems that characteristics
and potentials of this mysterious force demolish the foundations of our “consensus
reality”. ”The Elite”, which finds itself as owner of the living space and us as well, tries to
hide the truth from our objective reality for a long time.
It looks like that presented reality does not offer enough space for the truth. The possible
reason for that is the truth that sets us free from their control. Most likely, Orgone is going
to remain a mystery unless we start using our heads, fearless.
It is little known that Dr Wilhelm Reich around 1930 has (officially) discovered life
force, which he called – orgone. As an Austrian by his birthright, after graduation in
1922 at the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Vienna, Reich as a co-worker of
Sigmund Freud became one of the pioneers of psychoanalysis. In 1939 Reich had left
Austria as an opponent of fascism and moved to USA where he mostly worked on orgone
research. At that time, Reich started with the production of orgone accumulators and
“orgone cannons” as climate modification devices, which he called “cloud – busters”.
Reich was convinced that orgone could be used for various positive purposes,
however, as many other scientists at the threshold of the major discovery and
appliance of free energy, he was arrested in the name of American government.
His laboratory and books on the related topic were burned, information was
covered up and he remained in prison to the rest of his life.
Reich died in prison, allegedly of a cardiac arrest.
It is proofed that this energy was also known to Nikola Tesla, as well as the
technology for the production and distribution of free energy to everyone. Pollution
reduction of our planet is understandable.
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Anyway, the action of the “controlled matrix system” slowed down the progress of the life
force research, which still officially does not exist, while so called “underground
scientists” continued with studying technology and its developing for positive orgone
purposes as well as with literature publications.

ORGONE
“That cosmic ORGONE energy permeates our entire universe
… that energy has no mass and pulses spontaneously.”
Wilhelm Reich
Based on the decades of research the elemental orgone characteristics are revealed:
- Orgone fulfils universe and it is omnipresent
- Orgone is without mass and presents incipient cosmic energy
- Penetrates matter with different velocities
- It pulses, it is visible and measurable
- Strong affinity and attraction to water
- Accumulated in organisms by food, water or through skin
- The inter attraction of separated orgone systems results in merger and synergy of
two systems into new one
- Orgone is a negative entropy: a system with greater orgone potential attracts
system with smaller orgone potential
- Orgone energy is stimulated by the secondary energy – electromagnetic or
nuclear
- In concentrated condition, in general, transmits blue or purple light
Orgone or orgone field is a term of modern age. However, it exists for thousands of years
in eastern countries and cultures known as Ki (Japan), Chi (Taoism - China), Prana
(India), Mana (Polynesia), Ruach (Hebrews), Barraka (Islam) and it provides practical
appliances like reiki, acupuncture, chiropractic, feng shui, etc.
Of course, there are also terms based on the newest quantum discoveries: torsion fields,
tachyon etheric ocean, scalar waves and at last orgone.
As we can see, there are too many expressions for a single phenomenon, which
even today has not been scientifically proved, or maybe it is classified to
“forbidden knowledge”.
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PLASMATIC ORGONE GENERATOR (CONCENTRATOR) is the result of the
decades of orgone research related to the enhancement of life energy in all types of areas.
A group of various profiles’ scientists investigating unknown and unusual natural
phenomena over two decades, managed to form few unique products associated with
energy called: MAGIC TECHNOLOGY
ORGONE GENERATOR (CONCENTRATOR) is one of the elemental products.
PLASMATIC ORGONE GENERATOR (Magic technology) is unique product on the
market.
It has embedded knowledge and technologies of more than twenty years of research in the
field of orgone energy.
Basic
purpose
of
this
ORGONE
GENERATOR (CONCENTRATOR) is the
complete neutralisation of all harmful
technical (and other) radiations (except
radioactivity), which are almost always in
life and working conditions of modern
man.
Pulsating (concentrated) plasmatic orgone can
be applied to space over nine elementary
matrix models:
1.LIFE FIELD PROTECTION
2.SCHUMANN
3.RELAX WAVE
4.EMOTION HEALING WAVE
5.RESTORE DNA WAVE
6.ENDOCRINE HEALING WAVE
7.DETOX SUPPORT WAVE
8.DEPRESSION HEALING WAVE
9.BRAIN DELTA WAVE
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1.LIFE FIELD PROTECTION
It transmits orgone energetic pattern, which fully neutralises all harmful (dangerous)
technical and natural emissions and embeds the area with basic living ORGONE
MATRIX.

2.SCHUMANN
Pure Schumann waves with the frequency of 7.83 Hz are transmitted into the area.

3.RELAX WAVE
Relaxing orgone waves are transmitted into the area.

4.EMOTION HEALING WAVE
Concentrated orgone ways that balance emotions are transmitted onto the area.

5.RESTORE DNA WAVE
It transmits orgone energetic pattern, which fully revitalise DNA life matrix.

6.ENDOCRINE HEALING WAVE
It transmits orgone waves, which can help in treatment as well as in balancing energies of
the endocrine system of humans and animals.

7.DETOX SUPPORT WAVE
Orgone waves, which support the detox of human organism is transmitted into the area.

8.DEPRESSION HEALING WAVE
It transmits orgone waves, which support the treatment of depressive conditions of
conscious and sharpens it.

9.BRAIN DELTA WAVE
It transmits orgone waves with the amplitude of brain DELTA WAVES, which can be
used for various types of experiments related to the programing of the conscious changes
conditions as well as hypnosis.
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